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Hot phonon effects on electron transport in coupled GaAs quantum wires embedded in AlAs have
been investigated by a self-consistent Monte Carlo simulation. These results take into account op-
tical phonon confinement within the GaAs region and localization at its boundaries which is
caused by the presence of GaAs/AlAs heterointerfaces. Electrical confinement of electrons in sev-
eral spatially separated quantum wire channels inside the GaAs region with common optical pho-
nons (confined within the whole GaAs bar) is assumed. We have investigated numerically mutual
interaction of electrons and phonons over a wide range of electric fields (0 < E < 1000 V/cm) and
lattice temperatures (30 K � T � 300 K). We demonstrate that in a system of two quantum wires
coupled through the common confined optical phonons, electron transport in one wire significantly
affects electron transport in the second wire due to the presence of the strong mutual hot-phonon
drag between these electron channels. This leads to a sufficient modification of the carrier veloc-
ity±field characteristics in the structures investigated.

1. Introduction

Nonequilibrium (hot) optical phonons [1 to 7] generated by hot-electron gases strongly
affect electron transport phenomena in low-dimensional GaAs structures [1]. These
effects become especially pronounced in GaAs/AlAs-heterostructure-based quantum
wires (QWIs) due to considerable restrictions on the electron and phonon motion in
this case. The confinement inside the GaAs region bounded by GaAs/AlAs heterointer-
faces as well as the substantial difference in the optical phonon generation/decay times
(�0.15 ps/(7 to 8) ps for GaAs) lead to a significant growth of the nonequilibrium opti-
cal phonon population. Moreover, the one-dimensional (1D) confinement of optical
phonons in the GaAs QWIs results in a directed momentum [7, 8] that has a pro-
nounced influence on 1D electron transport.

Hot phonon build-up in 1D systems is substantially stronger than in bulk materials
and quantum wells for the same equivalent electron concentrations. The coupling with
nonequilibrium optical phonons makes electron transport in QWIs strongly nonlinear.

It has been demonstrated [8] that in single QWIs hot-optical-phonon effects on elec-
tron transport are twofold. At room temperature hot optical phonons lead to a signifi-
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cant increase of electron drift velocity in the QWIs. This hot-phonon drag effect is due
to the strongly asymmetric nonequilibrium phonon distribution in the structure at room
temperature. Due to the forward-shifted (i.e., shifted against the electric field in the
structure) electron distribution in momentum space, the nonequilibrium phonon popula-
tion displays underpopulation at negative wave numbers and overpopulation (hot pho-
nons) at positive wave numbers. As a result, phonon absorption for forward electron
transitions (when negatively charged electron gains momentum against the electric
field) is enhanced, whereas the absorption for backward transitions (when electron
gains momentum in the electric field direction due to this scattering) is suppressed.
Hence, the electron drift velocity and the low-field mobility increase. Hot-phonon drag
is pronounced in QWIs; indeed, the electron mobility and drift velocity increase by
more than 30% [8]. At temperatures around 30 K, when equilibrium phonon popula-
tions are negligible, diffusive heating of electrons by hot optical phonons dominates
over hot-phonon drag and the electron drift velocity decreases.

Moreover, recent studies [9 to 11] of the dynamics of nonequilibrium electron±pho-
non systems in single quasi-one-dimensional quantum wires indicate that hot-phonon
phenomena in such structures display some peculiarities not present in bulk semicon-
ductors and quantum wells; as examples, nonequilibrium phonon build-up and the role
of these phonons in electron relaxation depend strongly on the shape of the initial
distribution of injected or photoexcited electrons [9 to 11].

Since the model for electron±phonon interactions in a single QWI is well established
[8 to 13], the primary interest of our present study is the mutual interaction of similar
QWI channels coupled by a common optical phonon system. We have developed and
justified the model of such a structure based on the model of a single GaAs QWI. In
the present paper these previous results are extended to the coupled wire structure
through simulations of the interaction of electron and phonon systems as well as of
mutual hot-phonon drag effects in the QWIs coupled by common optical phonons.

2. Model

We have investigated nonlinear electron transport and hot optical phonon system dy-
namics in coupled 150� 250 �A2 GaAs quantum wires formed by transverse electrical
confinement in rectangular 450� 250 �A

2
cross-section 1D GaAs bar embedded in

AlAs. A schematic illustration of such a system is shown in Fig. 1.
The transverse confinement of longitudinal optical (LO) phonons inside the GaAs

bar is assumed to obey the well-established dielectric continuum model [14, 15]. This
bar may also serve as the electron confinement region as, e.g., in a single QWI. How-
ever, these carriers are additionally electrically separated into two smaller wire-like
GaAs regions, electron channels Ch1 and Ch2 (as depicted in Fig. 1), by applying a
negative potential to the gate G [16]. We assume that both of the QWI channels
formed in this way have approximately rectangular cross-sections of 150� 250 �A

2
. This

assumption does not hold in general for the ªinternalº (with respect to the GaAs re-
gion) boundaries of the QWI channels as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 1. How-
ever, our estimates using different electron wave functions, corresponding to more real-
istic shapes of the electrical electron confinement in the structure, show that the
corrections are small. Indeed, the overlap of electron and phonon wave functions does
not depend critically on the exact shape of electron wave functions. Therefore, for the
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sake of simplicity we present results obtained using QWI electron wave functions ob-
tained for rectangular cross-section.

1D electron concentration is assumed to be uniform in the coupled QWIs and equal
to 105 cmÿ1; this linear density is appropriate for the case of nondegenerate electron
gas in the range of longitudinal electric fields considered herein. We have used this
electron concentration throughout all our simulations of this study except in the cases
where another density is specified.

It is evident that for the structure shown in Fig. 1 the two parallel spatially separated
1D electron channels are coupled through a common optical phonon system. As shown
in this figure, in y-direction the phonon confinement (450� 250 �A2 GaAs region) is
different from electron confinement (�150� 250 �A2 channels (Ch1, Ch2)). Therefore,
the optical phonon scattering rates in these 1D electron channels differ, in general,
from those in the corresponding single QWIs [13]. This difference is caused by the
electron and optical phonon wave function overlap integral in y-direction as discussed
further in Appendix A. In the case when both the electron and optical phonon confine-
ment lengths in the transverse directions (i.e., y and z) coincide, as in the case of a
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Fig. 1. a) Schematic illustration of a structure of two parallel QWI channels with common optical
phonons. Dashed areas are cross-sections of 150� 250 �A2 1D electron channels (Ch1, Ch2). Elec-
tron confinement in these QWIs is achieved by the use of GaAs/AlAs heterointerfaces as well as
by applying negative potential to the gate G. The phonons are confined within the 450� 250 �A2

rectangular cross-section GaAs bar. Coordinate system origin, point O, is located at the lower left-
hand-side corner of the GaAs region; ly � 150 �A and Ly � 450 �A are the electron and the optical
phonon confinement lengths in y-direction, respectively, and d stands for the distance between the
phonon and electron confinement region edges; b) sinusoids in the structure cross-section repre-
sent the several lowest confined electron and optical phonon modes



single QWI, the overlap integral between electron and phonon wave functions, Prs, is
given by [13]
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Here m, n and m0, n0 stand for initial and final 1D electron state numbers, respectively,
and r, s indicate optical phonon modes. In the case of different electron and phonon
confinement in one transverse direction (e.g., in y-direction as in Fig. 1) the overlap
integral becomes
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Appendix A presents an outline of the derivations of the results of Eqs. (1) and (2) as
well as the corresponding transition probabilities.

As depicted in Fig. 1, the parameter d in Eq. (2) denotes the distance between the
boundaries of phonon and electron confinement regions (Ly and ly, respectively). Let
us notice that the above expression (2) is valid even if ly � d < Ly, i.e., for the case
when in y-direction the electron channel has an arbitrary position inside the phonon
confinement region (Ly � Lz GaAs bar). In Eqs. (1) and (2) only LO phonon modes r
and s which correspond to non-zero denominators are taken into account. Note that in
Eq. (2) variables corresponding to the transverse directions with respect to the rectan-
gular cross-section QWI axis are separated. In other words, the parameters in the first
brackets, such as m, m0, r represent electron and optical phonon confinement in y-direc-
tion and n, n0, s in the second brackets correspond to the confinement in z-direction. It
is easy to verify that Eq. (2) reduces to Eq. (1) in the case when the confinement length
in y-direction is the same for both electrons and the phonons, i.e., ly � Ly and d � 0.
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The contributions of different optical phonon modes are different in Eqs. (1) and (2).
Indeed, unlike in single QWIs, in such complex structures the contribution of higher
phonon modes to electron scattering may be greater than the contribution of the first
confined mode. However, according to Eqs. (1) and (2) our results indicate that the
integral effect of all these modes remains almost the same as can be seen in Fig. 2. In
other words, the rate of electron scattering by LO optical phonons in the systems is not
considerably different from that in single QWIs (see Fig. 2).

For the simulation of mutual hot-phonon effects in coupled QWIs we use an ensem-
ble Monte Carlo method to solve coupled nonlinear kinetic equations for both elec-
trons and phonons. In these simulations, we have modified electron±optical-phonon
scattering rates in accordance with the results presented previously in this paper. As
mentioned, the results presented were obtained using wave functions for rectangular
cross-section QWIs. For the purpose of making semi-quantitative estimates of mutual
hot-phonon effects, such an idealized model of common phonons is quite acceptable as
demonstrated by our analysis.

Our model assumes an infinitely deep rectangular potential well for electrons at the
1D channel boundaries. Multi-subband parabolic electron energy band structure as well
as electron intersubband and intrasubband scattering by optical and acoustic phonons
are taken into account. LO phonons are treated as confined within the GaAs bar in
accordance with the dielectric continuum model [14, 15] while acoustic phonons are
assumed to be bulk-like [17]. The use of moderately thick QWIs in our simulation re-
sults in strongly diminished roles of acoustic-phonon scattering and electron intersub-
band transitions [9].
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Fig. 2. Electron±optical-phonon scattering rate dependence on electron energy. Solid and dashed
curves represent LO phonon emission and absorption, respectively. Curves 1 correspond to the
case of a single QWI when the electron and phonon confinement lengths coincide in y-direction:
ly � Ly � 150 �A, d � 0. Curves 2 represent the case of coupled QWIs (Fig. 1) when Ly � 150 �A,
Ly � 450 �A, and d � 300 �A



Due to their dominant coupling with electrons in medium to thick QWIs [18], only
nonequilibrium distributions of confined longitudinal optical phonons are taken into
account. The distributions of two branches of surface optical (SO) phonons, also known
as interface phonons, are assumed to be in equilibrium. Hot LO phonons have been
included using the procedure proposed in [5]. We have simulated two separate electron
systems simultaneously keeping track of nonequilibrium phonon generation by both
electron channels and updating the scattering rates accordingly [5, 7].

The nonequilibrium optical phonon thermalization (decay) time has been taken to be
the same as in bulk GaAs, td � 7 ps, because the most complete existing model indi-
cates that the decay time does not depend crucially on the dimensionality of the semi-
conductor structure [19]; this time constant is realistic for the conditions chosen. The
inelasticity of acoustic-phonon scattering in QWIs [20] is also included in our model.
We have considered relatively high temperatures (30 to 300 K); therefore, electron±
electron intersubband scattering and electron scattering by regions of interface rough-
ness have been neglected [21, 22].

All other model parameters have been chosen to be the same as for a single QWI [8,
12, 13, 18, 23].

3. Simulation Results

We have performed Monte Carlo simulations of electron transport in the coupled
QWIs under nonequilibrium LO phonon conditions. In order to identify hot-phonon
effects we have also calculated electron transport characteristics in the case of near-
equilibrium phonons; the latter situation corresponds to low electron concentrations in
the QWI channel.

Hot-phonon drag phenomena in a single QWI [8] clearly indicate that nonequili-
brium optical phonons carry considerable directed momentum obtained from the
heated electron system. This momentum can be transferred to another (coupled) carrier
subsystem by means of common phonon re-absorption.

It must be noted that a similar Monte Carlo simulation of the mutual hot-phonon
drag between parallel quantum wells (QWs) due to exchange of acoustic phonons has
been reported recently [24]. That drag effect has been found to be rather small. In
order to induce a current in a test QW, which is fifty times smaller than the driving
current in parallel QWs, it was necessary to have more than ten driving QWs in paral-
lel to one test QW. This is so because the acoustic phonons in such QW structures are
bulk-like and their momentum is three-dimensional. Therefore, only the parallel compo-
nent of the phonon momentum contributes to the drag effect. However, as has been
shown in [25] and [26], in QWIs and QWs this parallel momentum component is negli-
gible in comparison with the transverse component. Moreover, acoustic phonons can
penetrate through the parallel electron channels faster than they can be absorbed by
carriers. Nevertheless, the drag effect induced by nonequilibrium acoustic phonons is
substantially stronger than the Coulomb drag [27]. In QWIs, the only free component
of momentum for nonequilibrium optical phonons is the parallel one; hence, the total
phonon momentum contributes to the drag effect. As a result, the drag effects should
be much better pronounced relative to those in QWs and bulk materials.

We have simulated the mutual hot-phonon drag effect in two parallel coupled QWIs.
Electron concentrations in both channels have been taken to be equal; more specifi-
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cally, n1 � n2 � 105 cmÿ1. The electric field is applied only to the driving QWI. Figs. 3a
and b depict electron velocities in driving and drag channels versus electric field in the
driving QWI at T � 30 K and 300 K, respectively. To compare the results obtained we
plot two additional curves on each graph. Those solid curves, 1 and 2, correspond to v±E
characteristics of a single QWI (having identical geometry and parameters as the
coupled electron channels) without and with hot phonons, respectively. Note that in
Figs. 3a and b the relative position of these two curves changes: curve 2 (hot phonons
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Fig. 3. Electron drift velocity in two coupled QWIs versus electric field in the driving channel: a)
T � 30 K, b) T � 300 K. Single QWI: curves 1 represent the drift velocity without hot phonons,
curve 2 with hot phonons taken into account. Coupled QWIs: curves 3 represent electron drift
velocity in the channel with the electric field (drive velocity), curves 4 represent the drift velocity
in the channel without electric field (drag velocity)



taken into account), being below curve 1 (hot phonons neglected) for 30 K, shifts above
it for 300 K. Those trends are in accordance with the fact that nonequilibrium optical
phonons have a different influence on electron mobility at low and high lattice tempera-
tures [8].

From Fig. 3 it is clear that the electron drift velocity in the drag QWI, where the drag
determines the carrier velocity (dashed curves 4), reaches almost 30% of the drive
velocity (dash-dotted curves 3); i.e., the mutual hot-phonon drag effect is strongly pro-
nounced in the structure. The existence of the drag channel does not affect the drive
velocity at T � 30 K, whereas it affects this velocity at T � 300 K; this is evident com-
paring curves 3 and 2 in Figs. 3a and b. Physically, these trends occur because the hot-
phonon occupation number is much larger (less spread and higher peaked) at T � 30 K
and, therefore, it is affected less by hot-phonon re-absorption in the drag channel; the
drive velocity (curve 3) is almost the same as electron drift velocity in an identical
single QWI (curve 2 in Fig. 3a). At T � 300 K the presence of the drag channel leads
to considerable modification of the nonequilibrium optical phonon distribution in the
structure and causes a decrease in the drive velocity with respect to the electron drift
velocity in a single QWI; this is illustrated by curves 3 and 2 in Fig. 3b.

The system of two QWIs coupled by common phonons and biased by opposite elec-
tric fields is interesting physically and exhibits unique velocity±field characteristics. If
the doping level in such QWIs is sufficiently different, e.g., n1 � n2, optical phonons
accumulated by electrons in the first electron channel prevail in determining the prop-
erties of the system. The contribution of the second QWI to hot-phonon build-up is
negligible. In other words, in the common nonequilibrium optical phonon distribution
there is a pronounced domination of the phonons with wave vectors oriented oppo-
sitely to the electric field direction of the QWI with the higher doping level. The situa-
tion can be interpreted as if the slightly doped electron channel is placed into the
strong ªexternalº phonon flux directed against this QWI's ªinternalº electric field. On
the other hand, electrons in the first higher doped QWI channel practically do not
experience the presence of the other channel due to insufficient phonon accumulation
as well as re-absorption by electrons in the latter lower doped electron channel. From
this consideration it follows that the v±E characteristic of such a coupled QWI system
is substantially asymmetric.

Figs. 4a and b show the electron drift velocity dependencies on the magnitude of the
electric field in the two channels (curves 1 and 2) for 30 and 300 K, recpectively; here
we have plotted the absolute values of the drift velocities versus electric field magni-
tude in the corresponding electron channel keeping in mind that the actual fields and
the carrier velocities are opposite in the two QWIs. The electron concentration in the
first channel was chosen as n1 � 105 cmÿ1. This value is much higher than that in the
second channel: n2 < 104 cmÿ1. The electron drift velocity in the higher doped first
channel (dashed curves 1) is obviously the same as that in a single QWI [8]. As dis-
cussed, the second channel does not affect hot-phonon build-up and electron transport
in the first channel. The drift velocity in the second channel (curves 2, Fig. 4) is consid-
erably lower because electrons in the second channel move ªagainstº the flow of the
hot phonons generated by electrons in the first channel. Moreover, due to the fact that
the nonequilibrium phonon population generated by electrons in the first channel
grows linearly with increasing electric field [8], so does their influence on electron trans-
port in the second channel. As result, the electron drift velocity in channel 2 almost
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saturates at T � 300 K (Fig. 4b) and it even decreases at T � 30 K as the electric field
increases (Fig. 4a).

Fig. 4 also reveals similar v±E dependences for two identical coupled QWIs biased by
opposite electric fields. In this case, electron concentrations in both electron channels
are the same, i.e., n1 � n2 � 105 cmÿ1. The drift velocities (curves 3 in Figs. 4a and b)
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Fig. 4. Electron velocity±field characteristics in parallel QWIs coupled through the common opti-
cal phonon system: a) T � 30 K, b) T � 300 K. Electric fields and electron drift velocities in chan-
nels 1 and 2 have opposite directions. Curves 1 and 2 represent the drift velocities in channels 1
and 2, respectively, when electron concentration in channel 1 is much greater than that in channel
2, n1 � 105 cmÿ1 � n2 < 104 cmÿ1. Curve 3 represents electron drift velocity in either channel,
when n1 � n2 � 105 cmÿ1



are also of the same magnitude but of opposite directions. At a temperature of 30 K,
Fig. 4a, there is a slightly pronounced negative differential mobility on curve 3.

As is seen from Fig. 4, the electron drift velocity in the symmetrical coupled electron
channel system (curves 3) is lower than that in the corresponding higher doped QWI of
the asymmetric structure (curves 1); this result holds for both temperatures. Such a
difference is caused by the carrier coupling with the oppositely directed ªforeignº pho-
non flux accumulated by the other QWI. At the same time this velocity is larger than
that in the channel with a lower level of doping of the asymmetric QWI structure. This
occurs as a result of the symmetry of the structure which ensures the phonons in
neither channel dominate in the common optical phonon distribution in this case.

In concluding, we would like to pay attention to one interesting nonlinear transport
phenomenon which could be caused by the phonon drag effect. The strongly asym-
metric shape of velocity±field characteristics in two differently doped coupled QWIs
with opposite electric fields suggests the possibility of bistable electron transport in this
system when the electron concentrations are equal in both electron channels. Qualita-
tively such a possibility can be explained as follows. Any fluctuation of phonon popula-
tion in the system leads to a change in the drift velocity in both channels. For definite-
ness let us assume that electrons in the first channel have a positive drift velocity and
the carriers in the second channel have a negative velocity. Let us consider a common
hot optical phonon fluctuation characterized by a decrease of phonons with positive
wave numbers. As a result, the electron drift velocity in the second channel will in-
crease (they are moving ªagainstº the momentum of such phonons). Consequently, the
phonon population with negative wave numbers, which is generated predominantly by
electrons in the second QWI, will increase and will cause a decrease of the electron
drift velocity in the first channel. This decrease in electron drift velocity in the first
channel will lead to a further decrease in the phonon population with positive wave
numbers, etc. If the mutual influence of electron transport in each channel is suffi-
ciently strong, this process will lead to the situation indicated by curves 1 and 2 in
Fig. 4, where the first channel does not contribute to the phonon generation and, there-
fore, does not affect electron transport in the second electron channel. The strength of
the mutual influence of two identical coupled electron channels is determined by the
dependence of the nonequilibrium phonon population on the electron drift velocity (at
fixed electric field).

However, the accurate investigation of this phenomenon would require more detailed
quantum-mechanical approach adequate for the description of time evolution of electron±
phonon system. We stress that in the present paper we consider the QWI structure under
steady state; our electrons interact with already established stationary confined optical
phonon distribution. The analysis of the transient stage (processes of propagation of the
emitted phonons in the transverse directions before the standing waves are established) is
out of scope of our paper. Note that for the transient stage it is natural to expect that if
electron channels are separated by a distance l, mutual drag effects are scaled by a factor
exp (ÿl=Lph), where Lph � jdw=dkj tph is the distance an optical phonon propagates be-
fore decaying into acoustic phonons. However, at steady state the phonon propagation
time does not play a significant role and the spatial dependence comes from the form-
factor represented by the overlap integral of electron and phonon wave functions.

It should be pointed out that the mentioned hot-phonon drag effect in the coupled
QWI system can find its application in a variety of novel nanoscale devices [28].
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4. Summary

By employing the ensemble Monte Carlo technique we have investigated electron
transport in coupled quantum wires under nonequilibrium optical phonon conditions.

Our treatment of coupled-wire channels is not aimed at an accurate quantitative de-
scription; rather, it provides semi-quantitative estimates for the phenomena being stu-
died. A simplification has been made when considering electron transport in the QWI
structures investigated; specifically, it has been assumed that the two QWIs have com-
mon LO phonons. As discussed, such a situation can be realized in QWIs with com-
bined lattice and electrical confinement of electrons. Obviously, the phonons in such
structures are different from those in single QWIs bounded by heterointerfaces. How-
ever, for the purpose of making estimates this idealized model is appropriate, since, as
demonstrated, the total electron scattering rates are not affected crucially by phonon
confinement in one or two directions.

In QWIs coupled through a common phonon system, electron transport in one QWI
significantly affects electron transport in the second QWI. If only one QWI is biased by
an electric field, it serves as a driving channel for another unbiased QWI (drag chan-
nel). The effect of induced velocity in an unbiased QWI results from the mutual hot-
phonon drag effect and is pronounced in QWIs. The electron drift velocity in the drag
channel reaches more than 30% of the magnitude of the driving velocity. If electron
concentrations are significantly different in the two channels, the velocity±field charac-
teristics become strongly asymmetric. The asymmetric velocity±field characteristic im-
plies the possibility of a bistable transport regime.

Appendix A

Nonequilibrium optical phonons
in coupled quantum wire systems

Let us consider in more detail electron±optical-phonon scattering rates when there is
confinement of both these quasiparticles in one direction, e.g., y, is different as indi-
cated in Fig. 1. Here we follow the approach used in [13] and [15].

Assume that electron motion is allowed only in x-direction (longitudinal in respect to
QWI axis) and is strictly quantized in both transverse y and z-directions. The same
situation is valid for confined LO phonons as well. However, in the y-direction the
former quasiparticles are confined electrically in the conducting channels (Ch1, Ch2)
while the phonons are confined in the whole GaAs region (see Fig. 1). Let us denote
the characteristic size of electron confinement by ly and that of phonons Ly (ly < Ly).
For simplicity, we assume that the cross-sections of the quasiparticle confinements have
rectangular shapes.

The electron wave function for the case of infinite well potentials at the QWI conduct-
ing channel boundaries of the structure considered has the following well-known form:
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Ly
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for Ch1 (i.e., for 0 � y � ly and 0 � z � Lz) in Fig. 1. Here m � 1; 2; ::: and n � 1; 2; :::
denote the electron energetic subband numbers and kx is the x-component of electron
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wave vector corresponding to the direction of the free motion. Note that jkx; m; ni � 0
when y > ly or y < 0. The similar expression can be written for the confined optical phonon
modes in the structure according to the dielectric continuum model [14],
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Here 0 � y � Ly and 0 � z � Lz as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Assuming that the Fermi Golden rule provides an accurate evaluation of the electron

transition probabilities in momentum space, let us calculate 1D electron scattering rates
due to interaction with confined LO optical phonons. The transition probability of an
electron being scattered from an initial state jkx; m; ni to a final state jk0x; m0; n0i in this
case can be written down as follows:

le=a�kx; m; n; k0x; m0; n0� � 2p

�h
jMe=aj2 d�e�k0x; m0; n0� ÿ e�kx; m; n� � �hwLO� :

�A3�
The superscripts ªeº and ªaº and the plus and minus signs indicate optical phonon
emission and absorption, respectively; the d-function in the expression stands for en-
ergy conservation in the process under consideration; e and �hwLO are electron and LO
phonon energies, respectively.

The matrix element for the electron±optical-phonon interaction, Me=a, has the follow-
ing form:

Me=a � k0x; m0; n0; N � 1
2
� 1

2
jH1Dj kx; m; n; N � 1

2
� 1

2

� �
; �A4�

where H1D is the FroÈ hlich Hamiltonian [13] of the 1D confined longitudinal optical
phonons.

The total electron scattering rate from the state jkx; m; ni to elsewhere can be
obtained by summing Eq. (A3) over all possible final electron states,

Le=a�kx; m; n� � P
k0x;m0; n0

le=a�kx; m; n; k0x; m0; n0�

� P
m0; n0

e2

8p2e0

�
dqxwLO�N � 1=2� 1=2�

� ILO�qx; ly; Lz� d�e�k0x; m0; n0� ÿ e�kx; m; n� � �hwLO� dk0x; kx� qx ;

�A5�
where ILO is the electron±optical-phonon coupling factor and m0; n0 denote the final
electron subband numbers. In this expression qx stands for the emitted/absorbed optical
phonon wave vector x-component; e and e0 represent the electron charge and the vac-
uum dielectric permittivity, respectively.

The coupling factor ILO can be expressed as

ILO�qx; ly; Lz� � 1
k1
ÿ 1

k0

� �
2p2

lyLz

P
r�1; 2; 3; :::

P
s�1; 2; 3; :::

4Prs������������������������������������������
q2

x �
rp

ly

� �2

� sp

Lz

� �2
s2664

3775
2

:

�A6�
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Here k0 and k1 are low and high frequency GaAs permittivities, respectively, and Prs

stands for the overlap integral between the electron and LO phonon wave functions. In
the case, when these functions are as those in Eqs. (A1) and (A2), Prs takes the form of
Eq. (2).
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